There are four parts: an introduction, a set of solutions to the Ramsey problem, some enumeration problems, and the Gyarfas-Lehel conjecture.
Section 1. Introduction. In [1] , we attempted to find an explicit form for the expression R(t, t) using the sample set, or rather, the reference set method, that is outlined. Given the explicit form in [1] , it is possible to observe that some of the previous expressions were inaccurate and in some cases not actually asymptotic to the desired value for R(t, t).
Section 2. Ramsey theory. All of the sources below have some form of explanation of the Ramsey problem.
Theorem 2.1. If t = r, then the Ramsey number
where λ is the expected value of a dichromatic edge-pair in a monochromatic K t -free copy of K n which is labelled in at most two colors.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The expected value for the number of dichromatic edge pairs is λ ∼ [2n 2 n−2 (n−1) 2 ]. A clique always emerges when the probability that an element of the sample set of K t s from a dichromatic K n is less than the reciprocal of number of elements of the sample set of K t s from a dichromatic K n .
Theorem 2.2. The diagonal Ramsey number R(k, k) ∼ 2 3 (k − 1) 3 . Proof of Theorem 2.2. In label 1, the density of label 1 edges is (n − 2)/(n − 1). The density of each successive label is at most 1/(n − 1)(k − 1) because we want the smallest denominator of any term to be as large a possible.
Theorem 2.3. The diagonal Ramsey number R(t + 1, t + 1) = R(t + 1) has the form
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Any graph spanned by tK t red cliques and is red-blue K t+1 -free has a spanning t-sphere. Joining the t-sphere to a graph of order R(t, t) yields a complete monochromatic graph of order t + 1. By induction, there is always a monochromatic K t+1 on 2 3 [t 3 − t] + 2 vertices. The lower bound is proved by producing an extremal graph with no monochromatic K t+1 . Consider a graph of order R(t − 1, t − 1). Form a second graph in the following way: Join t copies of blue-monochromatic K t−1 with red edges. Next join t red-monochromatic K t−1 with blue edges. This forms two graphs of order t 2 − t. Join the two graphs with monochromatic blue edges. Finally, join the constructed graph to the inductively constructed extremal graph for K t to the given constructed graph monochromatically using blue edges. That is, the given graph has R(t, t) − 1 + 2t 2 − 2t vertices. By induction, there is always a K t+1 -free graph on 2 3 [t 3 − t] + 1 vertices. (Notice the two constructions seem to yield two distinct graphs without proper containment of one graph contained strictly as an induced subgraph within the other.) Section 3. Space of labelled graphs. Previously, [1] we had attempted to find a function that converts the cardinality of a set L(I) of labelled graphs to the cardinality of the set of isomorphic graphs I in the labelled class L(I). The figures have been changed from [1] due to an algebra error.
Conjecture 3.1. The cardinality of I where I is the set of m-edge graphs on n or fewer vertices has
Conjecture 3.2. The cardinality of I where I is the set of n-vertex trees has
Section 4. Gyarfas-Lehel conjecture. The following Lemma is folklore. Proof of Theorem 4.2. Fix two vertices in the same graph G i : {v, w} whose neighborhoods we want to partially transpose; that is let v be a pendant vertex and w have a larger neighborhood. Let z be penultimate to v and r be a vertex on the path between v and w. Then consider the K 4 induced by {r, v, w, z}. The edges (r, w) and (v, z) have the same edge-color, since they are on the same graph G α . Swap the neighborhoods of N (v) − r and N (w) − z. If the edges (v, r) and (w, z) do not preserve the proper decomposition of K n swap the edges from v → z → w → r → v three times to recover the desired packing. We can use this combination of edge swaps until each unimodal caterpillar has been morphed into the desired tree of the same degree sequence for each edge-colored tree (or forest) in the decomposition.
